
 

 
GirlsGotSTEAM One-Day Workshop: Mini Projectors  

 

 
NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: This lesson plan is an OUTLINE - use it as you will to execute your one 
day workshop. Feel free to add and remove material as needed. Attached is a PowerPoint and 
a packet (SciNotebook) for your student to complete. The SciNotebook includes material that 
should be taught and explained throughout the day.  
 
The PowerPoint will include pictures, additional information, and instructions. It SHOULD NOT 
be the primary resource to run the workshop. Please refer to the lesson plans for detailed 
instructions. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about any information in this 
workshop, please email girlsgotsteamorl@gmail.com 
 

 
 

Program:  Properties of Light  

Age Range:   8-13 

Created by:  Tiffany Yang  

Edited by:  Aashi Mendpara 

Description:  Watch your designs come to life by creating your very own mini projector. Let 
the light show begin! 

Time  Objective   Component  

Block 1: Lesson    Students will learn about the 
properties of light, such as how 
light travels. Students will also 
explore how light travels 
through different materials. 
Questions and experiments will 
be available in the SciNotebook 
for students to fill out.  

Activity 1: Properties of Light 
Activity 2: Questions and Experiments 
in SciNotebook  

Block 2: Build   Students will first plan their 
projector designs in their 
SciNotebook, then they will use 
the materials provided to make 
their projectors.  

Activity 1: Plan 
Activity 2: Build  

Block 3: 
Conclusion  

To conclude students can fill 
out questions in their 
SciNotebook and discussion is 
encouraged. 

Activity 1: SciNotebook and 
Discussion 
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Materials for the Game  
NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: The materials listed below are suggestions. Once again, feel free to 
remove or add materials as needed. 

 Empty Toilet Paper Rolls  • Flashlights  
 Permanent Markers • Plastic Wrap  

Tape or Rubber bands 
 
Block 1: Introduction  
• Activity 1: Properties of Light  

○ To begin, students will learn the properties of light such as:  
➢ In a vacuum (a container with no air), light travels at the speed of 

approximately 299 792 458 metres per second (m/s). This is known as the 
speed of light. It is the fastest that anything in the universe is able to move! For 
comparison, the speed of sound is only approximately 300 m/s. This is why 
during a storm you always see lightning before hearing thunder. An important 
thing to know about light is that it travels in a straight line through a material. 
(via Let's Talk Science) 

○ Another important concept to learn is shadows:  
➢ Simply speaking, a shadow is an absence of light. If light cannot get through an 

object, the surface on the other side of that object (for example, the ground or 
a wall) will have less light reaching it. A shadow is not a reflection, even though 
it is often the same shape as the object. (via Science Learning Hub) 

○ Refer to PowerPoint slides for more information 
○ EXTENSION: for extended learning, here are some additional topics that are related to 

light: 
➢ How our eyes perceive light (parts of the eye, the pathway of light from the 

outside world → eyes → brain)  
➢ Mirrors and the reflection of light  
➢ Photons  
➢ Infrared, Ultraviolet, Gamma rays, etc. 

• Activity 2: SciNotebook - Questions and Experiments  
○ Next, students will get the chance to apply their learning by following instructions in 

their SciNotebook. Students will get to explore how light behaves with different 
materials found in their classroom, by shining their flashlight at different objects. This 
will allow them to gain a better understanding of the properties of light.  

○ They will also get the chance to fill out a few questions regarding what they learned 
during their lesson and experiment.  

 
 
Block 2: Build   
• Activity 1: Plan  

○ Students will first plan their designs by drawing their prototypes in the space provided 
in their SciNotebooks.  

○ They will need to be able to show the path of light in their drawings. 
 



 

 
 
• Activity 2: Build  

○ Using their drawings, students will make their mini projectors with the materials 
provided.  

 
STEPS: 

1. Trace the end of the toilet paper roll onto a sheet of plastic wrap. 
2. Draw the design you want to showcase in the circle that was traced. This could be a 

symbol (eg. heart, star, smiley face), other drawings or even short words.  
3. Take the sheet of plastic and match the traced circle to the end of the toilet paper 

roll.  
4. Cut off the excess plastic.  
5. Secure the plastic with a rubber band or tape.  
6. Shine your flashlight through the opposite end of the toilet paper roll.  
7. Turn off the lights and watch your designs come to life!  

 
Block 3: Conclusion  
• Activity 1: SciNotebook and Discussion  

○ Students will fill out questions in their SciNotebook to apply and reflect on what they 
learned.  

○ Discussion amongst classmates and the instructor is encouraged, here are some key 
topics to cover: 
➢ What are the key properties of light? 
➢ What is the difference between transparent, translucent and opaque? 
➢ What is the electromagnetic spectrum? 

 
We hope your students will enjoy creating their own mini projectors! Thank you so much for 
using GirlsGotSTEAM’s resources for your workshop - our team would be beyond happy to 
provide you with more free and enjoyable lesson plans in the future! For any questions, 
comments or concerns, please email girlsgotsteamorl@gmail.com or DM us @girlsgotsteam on 
Instagram! 
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